New from East View

Transmission Books &
Microinfo Co., Ltd. (TBMC)
East View and TBMC announce their new partnership to provide Chinese
language databases from Taiwan to Asian Studies researchers. TBMC
offers deep newspaper and journal archives. Some of those collections are
summarized below:
Taiwan Nichinichi Sinpou (includes Chinese Taiwan Nichinichi
Sinpou)
漢珍知識網 - 報紙篇 (台灣日日新報+漢文日日新報)
Taiwan Nichinichi Sinpou was first published in 1898 and was the most
long-lasting and widely circulated newspaper in Taiwan during Japanese
Colonialism. Many outstanding Taiwanese and Japanese writers, such as
Heng Lian, worked for the newspaper, making this the most valuable and
highest quality newspaper during Japanese colonialism.
Taiwan Photo Gallery/GIS Database 台灣百年寫真 GIS 資料庫
Collects 25,000 photos from 1895 to 1945 with GIS mapping technology.
This informs research in history, geography, literature, education, news,
leisure, transportation, economic, architecture, tourism, military,
Taiwanese Aborigines, railroad, and more.
Communique of Taiwan Sotokufu 台灣總督府府報資料庫
Communique of Taiwan Sotokufu was the major government gazette
which published laws and decrees during the 50 years of the Japanese
Colonial Period. Communique of Taiwan Sotokufu was not only an
important source for research in colonial management, business, law and
military systems, but also the essential operations of legislative, executive,
judicial branches during the Japanese Colonial Period.
Taiwanese Compilation of Poetry 全台詩博覽資料庫
Covers Taiwanese poetry back to the 17th century. The database includes
works from nearly 100 poets' clubs, 1,000 poets, and 280,000 poems.
There are different types of poems, for example: modern, classic, and lyric
poems relating to Taiwanese people, events, time, and places. The
sources are Taiwan Nichinichi Sinpou, Taiwan Minpo, Poems, Taiwan
Education Association Magazine, and more than 40 publications.
Taiwanese Periodical Archive in Japanese Colonial Era
Collects 85 archive periodicals, its subject covers Education, Financial,
Technology, Agriculture, Mine, Security, Medical, Transportation, Art, and
more.
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